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Statistics for 1042 Charts: (USA Charts) 
___________________________________________________ 

  
332 Charts met limited criteria and have or had problems 
115 Charts met limited criteria but have no relationship problems 
490 Charts did not meet the limited criteria, but DO HAVE 
marital/relationship problems (re-evaluated below). 
105 Charts were disqualified from the study (non-applicable to the 
research subject). 
  
Totals: 1042 Charts 
___________________________________________________ 
  

Problematic Marriages/Relationships: 
  
332 Original Problematic Charts 
352 Additional Problematic Charts (re-evaluated using Krushna�s revised 
criteria below) 
684 Total number of Charts (meeting problematic criteria) 
  
So out of the remaining 490 charts that did not meet the original criteria 
but have/had relationship problems, with the revised criteria (listed below) 
and re-evaluations we now have 352 additional problematic charts, 
making the total of marital/relationship charts with problems to now total 
684 charts. 
  
1042 Total Charts in researched database 
-105  Charts were disqualified (irrelevant to Research material) 
 937 Control Charts used in Final Research 
  

Applicable Marriage/Relationship Research Database (937 
charts) 

  
684 Total Charts with Relationship Problems:                       73   %  
138 Charts need further KAS Worksheet Analysis:       14.7 % 
115 Charts met criteria but are not problematic:                   12.3 % 
937 Charts Qualified for Research                                100  % 
  



So 73% have currently met the Research Control Parameters as 
significator�s for �Problems in Relationships/Marriage�.*  
  
*!There is potential for up to 87.7% for positive results (73% + 14.7%) of 
data after KAS Worksheet Analysis is completed and added to the 73%.  
  
332 Charts: (Original) Venus in Krittika, Venus in Ardra, Venus in Mula, 
and Jupiter in Libra. 
352 Charts:  (Revised) Using revised criteria as issued by Krushna 
(below): 
  
Krushna�s additional criteria (below) was then applied to the remaining 
490 problematic relationship charts: 
71.9% of the 490 charts met with the controlled criteria. (352 charts) 
28.1% of the 490 charts need KAS Worksheet analysis to determine 
final results. (138 charts) 
  
Krushna�s Additional Criteria Controls: 
  
For relationship/marital problems we should check following things along 
with what you have pointed out:  
1) Difference between Sun and Ve more then 43 Degrees and aspected by 
Saturn, ( one of the luminary must also be under aspect of Saturn) 
2) Jupiter in Ascendant with more points. 
3) Ju as sixth lord, aspecting 2nd and 7th lord 
4) Sixth lord in 4th house with more points. 
5) Lord of 1st and 7th house in 2:12 or 6:8 relations. 
6) Ju in Libra sign or navmansha 
7) If Ve is with in 3 degrees from Sun gives no interest in marital relations 
8) Ve in Sun's nakshtra reduces the quality of Venus. 
            If at least 2/ 3 combinations are present, marital life is a problem. 
Following combinations are powerful to create problem in marital 
relationship.   
9) Ve in Krittica, Aradra, or Mul (& Jestha) nakshatra, 
10) 7th lord in sixth and under aspect of Sa or Ma. 
  
         If the remaining charts are having above combinations, those 
should be added to 332 charts. 
         For other charts where none of above combinations are presents, 
but are having dispute, We should check for pts in Ws for 7th house if 
married and for living to gather only with out marriage points for 5th and 
12th must be low. 
  
  



KAS Final Statistical Breakdown on Research of 684 Charts 
  

Charts: Control Parameters: Percentage
42  Venus in Krittika 6.1% 
40 Venus in Ardra 5.9% 
31 Venus in Mula 4.5% 
22 Venus in Jyestha 3.2% 

219 Jupiter in Libra 32.1% 
40 Jupiter in Libra Navamsha 5.8% 
30 Jupiter in Ascendant with more points 4.4% 
20 Jupiter as 6th lord aspecting 2nd and 7th lord 3.0% 
15 6th lord in the 4th house with more points 2.2% 
11 7th lord in 6th aspected by Saturn or Mars 1.6% 
21 Venus within 3 degrees from the Sun  3.1% 
24 Venus in Sun�s Nakshatra 3.5% 

141 Lord of the 1st and 7th in a 2/12 or 6/8 
relationship 

20.6% 

28 Difference between Sun and Venus is more 
than 43 degrees and aspected by Saturn, 

while at least one of the luminaries are also 
under the aspect of Saturn. 

4.0% 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 


